JCSU Committee Meeting

Sunday, 19.05.2019

Attendees
Sorcha Keenan, President
Liv Wynne-Thomas, Vice-President
Callum Hay-Montier, Treasurer
Theo King, Secretary
Adam Goldney, Ents
Joe Jollans, Ents
Priya Bryant, Female Welfare
Jacob Dabb, Male Welfare
Jen Atherton, LGBT+
Emma Loffhagen, Women's
Jamie Brannigan, Access
Nabil Haque, BME
Zannah Lindley, Green
Astrid Godfrey, Mental Health and Disabilities
Annabel Paterson, Services
Sejal Karmarkar, Freshers
Ivan Ivanov, International
Low Chuen Leik, Communications

Agenda

Last Meeting Follow-up
1. Website update

New Business
2. Progress review fines
3. Frankopan Hall
4. Welfare Phone update
5. Garden Party
6. JCSU Survey
7. Champions League and Europa League final
8. Post-exam and September meetings, also Summer plans
9. Library toilets
10. Jesus / Jesus Varsity
11. Women's hour in the gym

**Minutes**

Sorcha: Everyone update bios on the website! - looks very unprofessional atm. (Chuen will put link up again).

Jacob: People fined £25 for missing progress review - now asking someone to turn up to meeting in middle of coursework deadline - fine has been cancelled and Dean issued apology.

Sorcha: Jamie can speak to Geoff - fine is not fair from access point of view.

Jamie: He would be happy to issue bar bans instead given his perspectives on alcohol. Will sort before next set of reviews in September.

Sorcha: Frankopan Hall - we need to request a number of uses per term first and make clear why we are offering it out. Suggestions?

Jen: Once a fortnight in the evenings?

Sorcha: Has no preference in terms of usage - has to be inclusive and not for specific society maybe?

Joe: Is there provision for societies booking it anyway?

Sorcha: In red book of rules nothing on students being allowed to use it.

Adam: Would it be available to university societies?

Joe: Seems like an obvious use to have uni society events there.

Jen: Charge and use as fundraiser?

Sorcha: Would probably have to be case by case basis - if not charity then college might get a bit annoyed.

Annabel: First come first served basis?
Sorcha: Initially inform people of it as an option, then see who wants it.

Zannah: Will probably host a Green event in the Webb Library.

Sorcha: It is mainly intended for JCSU-run events.

Jen: Her and MCR putting together gender and diversity panel - could happen in Frankopan Hall.

Jacob: Welfare phone update - have phone, no sim yet. Will probably be ready in next few days.

Sorcha: Advertise using 141 so people can anonymise their phone numbers?

Liv: Say we will clear phone if 141 doesn't work to keep anonymity.

Adam: Garden party - college have given go-ahead. We need to make sure it doesn't encroach on college facilities. Working with Ian to get tickets done on Upay - there will be multiple food options. Looks ok to fund on budget so shouldn't have to charge much for tickets. Bouncy castle and assault courses have been booked. Everyone will need to help out - few on fire warden duty, all hands on deck to help clear up afterwards. Bar and Brewery Room will be open 9-11. Will post about schools and getting in musical acts. Callum is sorting out PA equipment - current stuff is not good.

Jamie: Could we get tickets for night out after as well?

Sorcha: Good idea - could maybe do a stall for that.

Adam: Will do big things of G&T and Pimms to keep prices low. Can buy more drinks in the bar after.

Jen: Speak to Sam about prices in the bar afterwards.

Sorcha: JCSU survey - happens every year, surveys participation with JCSU and CUSU. If anyone has stuff they want to know about please message and can sort. Results needed as soon as possible.

Jen: Do it after exams and use to make improvements for when freshers come in?

Sorcha: Will have to be this term.

Annabel: Launch nowish and then remind people when exams are over?

Sorcha: Please encourage everyone to fill out. Could look at prizes to get people involved?

Callum: Will put it on enterprise budget.

Sorcha: College have allowed us to show football finals but they will have nothing to do with it - will need someone to set it up in Brewery Room.

Sejal: Do all Freshers' Week meetings after exams - everyone done by 12th June? Could meet 13th or 14th. We need one before everyone leaves.
Sorcha: 12.00 on 14th.

Sejal: She wants us to sign contract about numbers of nightclub tickets for contracts.

Sorcha: Wording is awful - wouldn't sign it. We should be ok to sell the numbers though.

Sejal: First meeting back before Freshers' Week. Lots of random tasks to sort e.g. someone being present at matriculation signings. Over summer will be a few things for everyone to organise.

Sorcha: If people away for a long time let others know you are not replying to messages. 2nd half of summer will be when stuff kicks in. Will be able to send emails etc around the start of September probably. Library toilets - lock on outer door rather than inner door?

Liv: Maybe put sign asking to wait outside rather than by inner door.

Emma: Tell people there is one on top floor with only one door.

Liv: Jesus-Jesus Varsity - will be here this time. Could hire out all swap places as usual although might be better to hire out hall and have big event, then maybe do a bop? More generally ask college if we can have hall on Saturday once a term. Everyone ok with setup of Jesus-Jesus society? (Yes)

Emma: Women’s Hour in gym - remind people of the times. Rohan sent email back saying MCR does not support it - but it is college regulation. He wants to have beginners’ hour (a bit insulting) (No one thinks this is good idea). People often say how they value women’s hour.

Sorcha: AOB?

Jen: CUSU asked if we would host one hour a week trans hour?

Sorcha: Would only be ok if just for Jesus students. See you on 14th June - good luck with exams!

**Action Items**

1.

**Next Meeting Agenda Items**

1.